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Abstract: The development of information technology allows the collaborative
business process to be run across multiple enterprises in a larger market
environment. However, while collaborative business expands the realm of
businesses, it also causes various hazards in collaborative Interaction, such as
data falsification, inconstancy, and misuse. To solve these issues, a blockchain-
based collaborative business modeling approach was proposed and analyzed.
However, the existing studies lack the blockchain risk problem-solving spec-
ification, and there is no verification technique to examine the process. Con-
sequently, it is difficult to confirm the appropriateness of the approach. Thus,
here, we propose and build a blockchain-based trust model to strengthen and
verify the integrity and security of the collaborative business process; Integrity
and security address the validity of collaborative interactions in terms of a
trust, and we construct a blockchain pattern based on trust elements to meet
the required the characteristics. Specifically, a trust model can be applied to
the healthcare data-sharing process, and then the achievement of the trust-
based safe data-sharing process can be proven. Our model can be used as a
trust-building guidance tool or for integrity and security verification with the
collaborative business process in a distributed environment with blockchain.

Keywords: Blockchain; business process; trust model; healthcare data-sharing;
data science

1 Introduction

The business process is performed according to a set of complex rules that aim to integrate and
synchronize the operation, such as transaction and management system, and support the ultimate
goals of the process [1,2]. In a collaboration of multiple organizations, it is important to achieve an
organic connection and integrity [3]. A collaborative business process improves the workflow among
the related organizations, and it is important to set up a task model as well as analyze the mutual
operation pattern in the collaboration [4].

Knowledge and information sharing are essential for successful task performance, including
innovation, decision-making, and responses, in a company [5,6]. Data-sharing systems can efficiently
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use the information by providing accessibility to the available data [7,8]. Safe data sharing requires, as
a priority, data integrity and the participants’ compliance with the collaboration rules, especially the
rules related to data use and data use authority [9]. Nevertheless, even in the collaborative process, in
which mutual trust among the participants is critical, there are risks of data falsification and illegal
use, such as violation of privacy or infringement of personal information [10].

“Trust” has several different definitions (for example, confidentiality [11] and traceability [12]),
and it is an important predictor variable that determines the success or failure of attaining collaborative
goals [13]. In contrast, lack of trust increases uncertainty in task performance, and consequently harms
the business operation (for example, data inconsistency [14], or fraudulent act of an intermediary [15])
[16–18]. As a result, in some recent cases of collaborative business processes, collaboration rules, and
control mechanisms are developed to solve the issue of lacking trust [19,20].

Blockchain [21] is a peer-to-peer (P2P) type of distributed ledger technology. It provides data
decentralization and integrity, and thereby supports the execution of collaborative business processes
[22]. Specifically, blockchain’s distributed ledger realizes decentralization, and its hash block structure
guarantees data integrity and security in a mutual collaborative operation [23]. Smart contracts
are programs stored on a blockchain that run when predetermined conditions are met, and then
automatically execute the next process. Smart contract technology facilitates work automation and
accurate performance of preconditioned process sequences [24,25]. Thus, the use of blockchain for
improving the collaboration environment in a business process is increasing. Distributed collaboration
through blockchain [26] and automation study [27] are some typical examples.

Data sharing promotes the use of knowledge and information, and therefore, provides research
opportunities and advances business execution [28]. In the healthcare sector, data sharing becomes
more widespread to upgrade the system as we move into the super-aged society. While the health
data-sharing system increases data accessibility and availability, it also exhibits some risks, such as
violation of privacy [29,30] and data falsification [31]. Therefore, it is critical to ensure data integrity
through data encapsulation, as a countermeasure to violation of privacy, and reinforcement of trust
in collaborators or data users in the sharing process.

There are increasing attempts to employ collaborative business process and blockchain technology
in the management of heterogeneous healthcare data to strengthen data integrity and security [32].
However, the existing studies are often focused on risk analysis and environmental improvement (i.e.,
solving integrity and security issues) [33,34]. In addition, intelligent communication technologies for
providing network purposes [35,36] and services have been developed in response to the demand
for process consistency and integrity. They have limitations in that they cannot guarantee trust
and integrity against potential problems. Namely, it is difficult to verify the integrity and security
appropriateness as they do not provide the sufficient specification of the trust reinforcement related
to the risks in a mutual operation in the collaborative process. In contrast, blockchain enforces the
integrity of consistency through the invariance and transparency of distributed books. Therefore,
it is a technology suitable for the field of healthcare data sharing where demand for information
processing and data encryption is active. Therefore, in this study, we specified the possible solutions
to the risks in collaboration, especially the uncertainty of trust, and proposed a verification model by
using blockchain from the perspective of trust.

This study was conducted to develop and demonstrate a blockchain pattern-based trust model to
solve the uncertainty in the business process. Our contributions are as follows:

• To propose a blockchain pattern-based trust model for a collaborative business process.
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• To strengthen data integrity and security by using the proposed blockchain pattern-based trust
model.

• To verify the pattern-based trust model for a healthcare data management process under a
distributed environment.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 explains the related works on the application of the
blockchain-based business process; Section 3 elucidates the elements of trust and proposes a trust
model methodology; Section 4 presents a healthcare data management process under distributed
environments based on the trust model, and Section 5 indicates study outcomes and the direction
of further studies in the future.

2 Related Work

Various studies have been conducted to identify and reflect the requirements of trust for improving
the collaborative business process. Viriyasitavat et al. [37] examine a study on the relationship between
workflow characteristics and trust attributes in the Business Process, and present requirements for
achieving trust attributes such as integrity, security, and confidence in interactions. This requirement
can be utilized to verify workflow trust properties. Gol Mohammadi et al. [38] reflect the trust
requirements for Business Process Management and examine a BPM model that can improve the
business process model.

Various investigations have also been conducted on the use of blockchain to improve the business
process. Morkunas et al. [39] categorize the blockchain effects on a business model in eight directions.
Integrates security and privacy as key factors that influence trust and action intentions, and proposes
a blockchain user model. Mont et al. [40] investigate the pattern of blockchain-based application
software system design. For this, the researchers have designed a business collaboration trust service on
a hybrid architecture that combines centralized control and P2P components. Lu et al. [41] present a
model-based method that designates a specific model for asset management and integration of business
process and proposes a method to create a smart contract that automatically converts the established
model of the business process to a smart contract programming language. Müller et al. [42] investigate
the trust pattern of a blockchain corresponding to trust elements, but a more empirical study is still
required.

Liu et al. [43] apply encryption to data transmission and examine blockchain-based healthcare
data sharing and security systems. MedRec [44] establishes a distributed system for large-scale
healthcare data management. MedBlock [45] has developed a platform in which patients can, by
themselves, not only integrate, manage, and distribute their medical information, which is stored in
different healthcare institutions but also decide the scope of information disclosure at their discretion.

3 Our Proposed Blockchain-Based Trust Model for the Collaborative Business Process

This paper proposes a blockchain pattern-based trust model, which strengthens data integrity and
security in the collaborative business process. In this method, the trust elements are deduced from the
risks in a business process and subsequently sorted as a pattern by using blockchain technology. A
normalized pattern based-trust model is used to design the collaborative business process models and
verify their trust levels. The proposed model enables to build reliable collaborative business processes
by suppressing the potential risks of collaborative business processes.

Fig. 1 displays the composition of a trust model proposed in this study. The model is comprised
of the risks of the collaborative business process, trust concern, and uncertainty, which are identified
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as trust elements, as well as the blockchain technology corresponding to such elements. A blockchain-
based trust pattern is deduced that can respond to the elements of influence for preventing the
manifestation of risks in the mutual operation of the collaborative business process.

Figure 1: Blockchain pattern-based trust model

3.1 Concept of Trust in the Collaborative Business Process
In this study, we approached the collaborative business process from the perspective of trust to

improve the process to achieve the targeted goals more accurately. Further, we define the concept of
trust in a collaborative scheme for trust-building and identify the elements of trust that affect the
process.

3.1.1 Definitions of Trust in the Collaborative Business Process

Previous approaches have addressed potential risks (data falsification, validity of requirements)
that occur in the collaborative process by ensuring the integrity of the workflow. Accordingly, we
propose a blockchain based trust model which supports a robust collaborative process from integrity
and security issues. Trust is approached as workflow integrity for collaboration [46]. Integrity is judged
by assessing whether the workflow progress and related resources match the process design. In the
collaborative business process, integrity is required in five collaborative interactions (Table 1). These
are categorized by some key factors, such as the main users who interact with one another in the
collaborative process, more specifically, the interactive operation between the collaborators as well as
between the collaborators and the information system, and tasks, such as documentation, business
protocol, and updates [47].

Definition 1. Trust is the integrity of a workflow for collaboration

Table 1: Interactive operation in the collaborative business process

Collaborative interaction Description

Main users Interaction between the collaborators Communication such as question and answer,
between the participants in the course of the
collaborators’ task performance

(Continued)
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Table 1: Continued
Collaborative interaction Description

Interaction between the collaborators
and the information system

Data sharing between the information system
used by the collaborators

Task Documentation Documentation through data input by
collaborators and management of shared
documents

Business protocol Adequate procedure and activities to attain the
collaboration goals

Updates Updates for addition or changes of information
during the collaboration work

In addition, in this study, we categorized the requirements of integrity in the interaction according
to six attributes, namely, integrity, transparency, traceability, availability, validity, and fault tolerance.
In detail, first, the shared data and resources should be the same or consistent between all the
collaborators. Second, the interaction between the collaborators and the shared resources should be
transparent [48]. Third, an immutable audit log, which traces the responsible source of illegal data
reproduction and workflow-related issues, should be guaranteed. Fourth, any collaborators should be
able to access the shared information [49]. Fifth, the collaboration should be carried out by a certain
business process protocol [50]. Finally, updates should be continuously made, even in the case of risks,
while maintaining the availability and integrity of the resources. The attributes presented in this study
are applied to verify the trust model (Trust property in Subsection 3.1.2) in the collaborative business
process model.

3.1.2 Summary of the Concept of Trust Elements

In this section, we organize both the threat and enhancing trust elements and analyze them to
establish the integrity of the collaborative business process. (Table 2) Fig. 2 shows the relationship
between the threats and enhancing elements of the collaborative business process. Here, threats imply
a concrete factor that threatens the integrity of the collaboration in the business process, and they
are categorized into Trust Concern, Trust Issue, and Risk, based on Gol Mohammadi et al. [38]. In
detail, the definition of Trust Issue for this study is an abstract concern about the possibility of Risk
occurrence, and Trust Concern is a concrete medium of Risk occurrence. Risk implies that a Trust Issue
can become an actual danger. Among these, Risk should be resolved to prevent its actual occurrence or
manifestation. Trust Property is an enhancing element that directly affects trust-building by imposing
a compulsory nature on the characteristics of integrity.

Table 2: Theorem of the elements of trust and description

Element of trust Theorem Description

Trust Be certain Guarantee of integrity in collaborative
workflow

(Continued)
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Table 2: Continued
Element of trust Theorem Description

Uncertainty Unable to be certain Uncertainty in the collaboration of business
process

Trust Issue Abstract concern (Psychological
concerns)

Concern about the occurrence of risk threats
in the collaboration of business process

Trust concern Medium of risk occurrence Medium of trust issues, such as resources
management and flow, activity, and data

Risk Risks arising from uncertainty Major hazard elements that threaten the
integrity of collaboration, such as violation of
privacy and data falsification

Trust property Trust attribute that creates a
positive effect on trust building
against risk (subsection 3.1.1)

Elements that create positive impacts on trust
building, against risk, such as integrity,
transparency, traceability, availability, validity,
and fault tolerance

Trust enhancing Enhancement of trust Trust building through trust enhancement.
For trust enhancement, uncertainty should be
resolved and the conditions of trust property
should be satisfied.

Figure 2: Relation between trust threat and trust enhancing elements, and enhancement of trust
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3.1.3 Identification of Trust Elements in the Collaborative Business Process

The next step after categorizing the risks that may occur in a collaborative business process is to
identify the elements that affect the risks. Our analysis is limited to only the risks that threaten the
achievement of collaboration goals. Risks are categorized according to the cases of “Business Process
Risk Classification [17],” and normalized by analyzing the trust elements from the location where the
risk occurs, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Elements of trust deduced from the risks of the collaborative business process

Risk Element of trust Content Trust property

Data risk Trust concern Ethics of the participants, and resources Integrity,
transparency

Risk Falsification and modulation
Uncertainty Falsification and modulation of the

resources
Organizational data
risk

Trust concern Ethics of the central organization, and
records

Integrity,
transparency

Risk Falsification and modulation
Uncertainty Falsification and modulation of the

records
Goal risk Trust concern Workflow Validity

Risk Failure to meet the conditions
Uncertainty Workflow invalidity

Structural risk Trust concern Events Continuity,
sustainability

Risk Uncertain sequence, and invalidity of
workflow

Uncertainty Unable to guarantee the sequence
Technology risk Trust concern Collaborative network Fault tolerance,

integrity,
availability

Data risk burdens the process execution by damaging the data integrity. It arises from the ethical
behaviors of the collaborators and the resource data as a medium. Because unreliable collaborators,
inside or outside the collaboration scheme, may falsify or alter the data with malicious intent during the
data input stage depending on their ethics, there is uncertainty about data falsification. Moreover, data
falsification or modulation may take place in the course of data transmission due to an outside attack.
Therefore, to eliminate uncertainty, the integrity of resources should be guaranteed. In addition,
transparency, which allows us to tracing of the detailed trail of the collaborator’s performance, is
required to force the integrity of the collaborators. This point is elucidated in more detail in the
following description of organizational data risk.
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Organizational data risk causes a threat to the performance of the collaboration and affects
the outcome of the collaboration workflow. More specifically, there are risks of falsification or
modulation, or loss of workflow records, such as transaction records, by central managers. In other
words, records’ integrity is vulnerable as the records are usually subject to improper management by
central managers. Therefore, it is imperative to assure a proper management structure that can monitor
and administer the business records transparently.

Goal risk affects the achievement of collaboration goals or workflow. Where there is a goal risk,
task performance outcomes do not match the collaboration goals, while the collaborative workflow
is used as a medium. This is because the un-normalized tasks cause confusion in the workflow due
to the discrepancies in the collaborators’ understanding and views, and thus make it difficult for the
collaborators to be certain about the performance of the business process subject to the set conditions.
Therefore, to ensure the validity of the workflow, normalization, and verification of the validity of
such normalization is essential.

Structural risk affects the validity of the process design. Uncertainty of the sequences in the process
events harms the process itself, implying that the workflow sequence should be designed to activate the
following workflow fluidly, subject to set conditions. Contrarily, un-normalized workflow sequences
do not guarantee the continuity of the workflow.

Technology risk harms system availability by causing uncertainties in network availability. Exam-
ples of technology risk include network interruption or loss of backup data due to a cyber-attack or
error in the physical environment. To mitigate this risk, companies are forced to have several backup
servers; nevertheless, the integrity of the backup data is still not guaranteed. Elimination of technology
risks requires a sophisticated recoverability of the data or fault-free data, as well as a fault tolerance
of the network.

3.2 Blockchain Pattern-Based Trust Model
In this section, we propose a pattern-based trust model that normalizes the blockchain interaction

corresponding to the trust elements (Subsection 3.1.3). The pattern in the trust model applies
blockchain to the risk factors to prevent the risks in the collaborative business process, and thus
strengthen the data integrity and security. The proposed pattern treats the risks occurring in the
collaboration, without considering security factors in blockchain technology, such as the re-entrance of
smart contracts. A detailed examination of the pattern is presented in Subsection 4.3. Fig. 3 displays a
blockchain pattern applied to the collaborative business process. In this stage, uncertainty is resolved by
the application of the blockchain pattern to the risk occurrence point, and the trust model incorporates
the elements of trust into the pattern and verifies the collaborative business process. Verification of the
blockchain pattern-based trust model is explained in Section 4, together with the construction of the
model.
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Figure 3: Trust pattern to enhance trust in the collaborative business process

4 Empirical Analysis

We realized a blockchain pattern-based trust model as a healthcare data-sharing process in
distributed environments, and subsequently verified the integrity and enhanced security of the process.

4.1 Environmental Setup
The environments to set up the blockchain network are as follows. First, Ethereum, a public

blockchain, is used to increase the level of decentralization in the blockchain platform, and Proof
of Authority (PoA) is adopted as the consensus algorithm to realize the ID verification function for
user privacy. A PoA algorithm is a consensus algorithm that gives block generation authority to some
nodes that are reliable and is used for public blockchain that requires privacy protection.

Blockchain Platform Ethereum 2.0

Consensus Algorithm Proof of Authority

4.2 Implementation
Our trust model applies blockchain to a healthcare data-sharing process under distributed envi-

ronments [51], and thus verifies the integrity and security enhancement of the process. The resulting
process is a collaborative business process that shares the data in distributed research environments
based on the blockchain. This process ensures the mutual application of data-sharing by integrating
the healthcare data structure. The trust model prepares the basis of information protection through
data encapsulation structure and encryption. Guarantee of data integrity as well as an irreversible and
immutable block suppresses the risks that may manifest inside the healthcare data sharing system,
such as falsification or modulation of data while ensuring a safe data sharing network. In addition,
the model verifies the integrity and security enhancement by comparing the blockchain patterns.
Our model has a trust-guaranteed process for transactions occurring in data-sharing collaboration
as follows. First, trust in integrity is secured through healthcare data verification transactions through
blockchain. Transactions that occur during data-sharing are transparently disclosed when logged to
a block to secure trust. It also ensures the identity of the peer in charge because the creator of the
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shared block can be tracked. In addition, it was implemented to ensure trust in the validity of the
collaboration contract because the transaction is executed based on the pre-consulted collaboration
contract.

By building a trust model-applied collaborative business process, we propose the following
research question and verify the appropriateness of the contribution of this study.

Rq1. What are the differences between the blockchain pattern-based trust model and the existing
business processes?

In traditional business processes, all the tasks are executed in a centralized order and thus are
suitable for a single organization. Contrarily, our trust model adopts distributed architecture of
blockchain and thus enables multiple parties and organizations to collaborate for common goals.
Moreover, an immutable hash block enables safe data sharing and provides integral and transparent
data. In the existing business processes, reliance on a third party is seeking to mediate the execution
of workflow between related organizations. In contrast to this process, our model does not require
reliance on third parties for integrity as it builds the distributed nodes and smart contracts and realizes
decentralization and disintermediation. The healthcare data sharing process in the web environment
has potential risks in terms of security and integrity. In addition, the on-chain blockchain healthcare
data sharing process faced limitations in block size and caused a lot of loads on the network.
Accordingly, we solved the limitation of on-chain block size by distributing healthcare data stored
off-chain through a web interface and encrypted on-chain blocks to ensure security and integrity.

Rq2. Why is blockchain necessary for the collaborative business process?

Using blockchain, we developed a set of patterns that enhances the integrity of the collaborative
business process and proposed a trust model based on the patterns. In this process, data integrity takes
priority in the interaction between the collaborators that are distributed and unreliable. Blockchain
has advantages in ensuring integrity through hash encryption, immutable block, and distributed
ledger structure, which, in turn, guarantees data consistency in not only collaboration messages, but
also the system and API data among the users. Another advantage is security through integral data
comparison, which defeats any on- and off-chain data falsification or modification. At the same time,
there exist some concerns related to the inflexibility of blockchain, implying that this technology, due
to the immutable characteristics of the block, does not allow correction or erasure of data. To prevent
such a problem, we applied a validity test in the course of creating the blocking process (moreover, any
logical issue of the data can be resolved only through the user’s verification).

4.3 Case Study-Verification of Blockchain Pattern-Based Trust Model
We apply the collaborative business process to a public blockchain and carry out trust verification.

The application scope of the model is limited to the data-based interacting workflow as defined in the
definition of trust in the collaboration business process (Subsection 3.1.1) (our model does not consider
the integrity of external data or environments, such as off-chain data or oral contracts).

Method of Verification

The trust model analyzes and verifies the collaborative business process as follows:

1. To recognize a collaborative interaction in the collaborative business process (subsection 3.1.1)
and find out potential risk.

2. To analyze and identify the elements of trust that affect the risk at the collaborative interaction
point.
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3. To identify the elements of trust in the pattern and apply blockchain technology with a model-
pattern matching approach.

4. If the elements of trust and the pattern match, then the integrity of relevant collaborative
interaction is verified.

The model verifies collaboration trust in an interaction between collaborators, interaction between
collaborators and the information system, information records, business protocol, and data updates.
By ensuring transparency, traceability, availability, validity, and fault tolerance, through the trust
pattern, the integrity enhancement in the collaborative process can be also verified.

Verification of Pattern-based Trust Model for Collaborative Interaction

This section verifies the uncertainty resolution in the trust model-applied healthcare data-sharing
process of distributed environments (Fig. 4). The trust pattern of the model is used as the verification
index of the model-pattern matching approach (Subsection 3.3.2) and compared with the healthcare
data management process of distributed environments (Subsection 4.2).

Table 4 presents the key technical characteristics of the blockchain applied to the trust pattern.

Each trust pattern is specified by the following attributes:

• Name of the pattern
• Trust concern: Threat occurrence point
• Uncertainty: Characteristics of risk occurrence from trust concern
• Blockchain technology: Characteristics of blockchain technology responding to trust concern

and uncertainty
• Trust property: An essential element to enhance trust in a collaborative business process

Table 4: Blockchain characteristics in the trust pattern

Blockchain attribute Description

Distributed ledger Synchronization, and copy of shared ledger according to the agreement of
blockchain network participants

Block hash Hash encryption of a block transaction
Blockchain uses the SHA-256 hash function

Block structure Block header–version, nonce value, timestamp, previous block hash, and
transaction hash
Block body–cryptographic hash that collects transaction information
It creates a new block that has the previous block hash value and connects
the block in a chain

Smart contract Program code developed to execute certain contract conditions in
blockchain

Consensus algorithm An agreed algorithm to synchronize the distributed ledger
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Figure 4: Trust model-applied healthcare data management process under distributed environments
(yellow box indicates trust concern, the white box indicates trust property, and the grey box indicates
trust pattern)

4.3.1 Immutable Resource Pattern

The immutable resource pattern embeds the blockchain hash, immutable block, and distributed
ledger into the trust elements of data risk. Trust concern is identified by the collaborators’ ethical
actions and shared resources, and uncertainty is identified by the falsification of resources and
data. By applying the hash encryption block and distributed ledger technology of the blockchain,
the risk of data falsification is eliminated. The hash function converts all the transactions inside
the process, such as message exchanges between software, API data transmission and reception,
resource sharing, and interaction between collaborators, with an SHA-256 hash algorithm and stores
them in a block. Block satisfies the integrity elements (Trust property) because mutual integrity is
proven by the hash of the linked block. Moreover, participants’ ethics require falsification monitoring,
because it relies on the ethics of the collaborators completely. Further, ethics is essential, because the
blockchain cannot ensure the integrity of the off-chain data that are not on the blocks; however, it can
ensure the integrity of the on-chain data. Therefore, data falsification can be identified by motoring
through the distributed ledger and follow-up management is available thereby. Further, accordingly,
the uncertainty of falsification of resources and ethical trust can be resolved by using a cryptographic
hash block and distributed ledger. The process enhances trust by ensuring integrity (Trust Property)
with a block hash. The pattern-applied process removes the risks of data falsification and ensures the
integrity and security of the process.
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4.3.2 Transparent Log Pattern

The transparent log pattern applies a blockchain-distributed ledger to the process where the
workflow records are stored and managed. This pattern resolves the uncertainty of data falsification
and loss arising out of the ethical management of the records and central institution (Trust concern),
with the transparency of the distributed ledger. The pattern applies a distributed ledger and maintains
transparency with the open ledger and resolves the uncertainty of data falsification for synchro-
nization. A shared ledger ensures transparent record management, in which the blockchain network
collaborators can generate, update, and access the records transparently. Transparently managed trust
is used as a log that traces the responsible source in the business process, and thus ensures the binding
effect of responsibility. The move of resources and data in a workflow is recorded with a timestamp
and digital signature, and thus can be traced. Moreover, because sharing a distributed ledger eliminates
the role of a central institution, the ethics of the central institution are not taken into consideration.
Therefore, the log transparency pattern enhances the integrity and security of the process as it resolves
the uncertainty in the records and central institution’s ethics through a distributed ledger and ensures
transparency (Trust Property).

4.3.3 Workflow Normalization Pattern

The workflow normalization pattern applies smart contracts to ensure the validity of an un-
normalized workflow. This pattern uses the smart contract’s characteristics of automation, which
runs when the pre-defined conditions are met, and resolves the issue of un-normalization (Uncer-
tainty). Pre-defined conditions are task performance conditions that normalize the business process
policies, workflow requirements and rules, and input and output data, which are agreed upon by the
collaborators. Moreover, because any change or modification in the smart contract is recorded, an
attempt to change the condition with a malicious intention can be identified. Based on this feature,
the workflow normalization pattern resolves the trust concern of an un-normalized workflow and
ensures the workflow validity, resulting in the enhancement of the process’ integrity and security

4.3.4 Sequence Management Pattern

The sequence management pattern applies smart contracts to the collaborative process, in which
the related workflow is linked, and assigns the controlling role to the process. This pattern deals with
the uncertainty in the workflow sequence arising from the execution of the smart contract (Trust
concern). To ensure a proper workflow implementation and sequence, the pattern categorizes the
smart contract into two types based on its role and uses it in the process execution stage. The two types
of the smart contracts are “workflow smart contract,” which implements the pre-defined conditions,
and “control smart contract,” which controls the workflow according to the model sequence. First, the
workflow smart contract identifies the validity, and then the control smart contract activates the smart
contract that executes the following workflow. The order in the sequence is not confused, because
the process execution is following the designed process flow, automatically. Therefore, the sequence
management pattern resolves workflow event sequence (Trust Concern), and ensures continuity and
validity of the workflow (Trust Property), resulting in the enhancement of the collaborative process
trust.

4.3.5 Distributed Network Pattern

The distributed network pattern applies blockchain distributed nodes and consensus to the
business process network structure, and thus ensures fault tolerance and prevents the uncertainty risks
of irrecoverability and process interruption. This pattern connects the blockchain network to all the
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participants and builds it as a distributed node, thus eliminating the central server while maintaining
fault tolerance. The node includes all the business process participants. The application of this pattern
helps the business process continue without interruption, even when malfunction or failure occurs in
some nodes. In addition, because the ledger is distributed in multiple nodes, a fast recovery is possible.
The degree of fault tolerance can be applied differently depending on the direction of the consensus
used by the governance set in the business process designing stage upon blockchain adoption. Based
on this, distributed node pattern resolves the uncertainty about the process network (Trust Concern)
ensures fault tolerance (Trust Property), and thereby enhancing the collaborative process trust.

Each trust pattern enjoys mapping with trust elements identified from the collaborative business
process and blockchain technology. Trust concern is identified as a medium through which a risk
occurs, whereas uncertainty indicates the elements affecting the risk occurrence. Blockchain tech-
nology presents a mechanism that resolves the process uncertainty and ensures the integrity of trust
property, and the trust property is identified by the elements of trust ensured in the collaborative
business process. Table 5 categorizes, compares, and verifies the elements identified in our case study
and the blockchain pattern of the trust model. The results are marked as “T” for the trusted case, and
“U” for the untrusted case.

Table 5: Case for trust elements and blockchain trust pattern’s trust elements

CASE Trust concern Uncertainty Blockchain
technology

Trust property Blockchain trust
pattern

4.3.1 Collaborators’
ethics

T Falsification T Hash, an
immutable block

T Integrity,
Transparency

T Immutable
resource pattern

Distributed ledger T
Resource T Falsification T Hash, an

immutable block
T Integrity T

Distributed ledger T
4.3.2 Central

institution’s
ethics

U Falsification T An immutable
block

T Transparency T Transparent log
pattern

Distributed ledger T
Record T Falsification T An immutable

block
T Integrity T

Distributed ledger T Transparency T
4.3.3 Workflow T Condition

unsatisfied
T Smart contract T Validity T Workflow

normalization
pattern

4.3.4 Event sequence T Sequence not
ensured

T Smart contract T Continuity T Sequence
management
pattern

Process invalid T
4.3.5 Network T Process

interrupted
T Distributed node T Fault tolerance T Distributed

network pattern
Irrecoverability T Distributed ledger T Recoverability,

integrity
T
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4.4 Discussion
In this section, we introduce questions and discussions for a qualitative assessment of the

blockchain pattern-based trust model, based on our contribution to this study.

Rq3. Does the pattern-based trust model ensure data integrity?

Our blockchain pattern-based trust model can ensure data integrity through blockchain technol-
ogy. All the data generated and shared in the collaborative business process are saved in blocks. The
blocks are then linked in the chain through hashing encryption and exhibit immutable characteristics.
Compared with the external data, the data inside these blocks are free from error or compromise and
can be used for integrity verification.

Rq4. Does the pattern-based trust model enhance the security in the business processes?

Our trust model enhances the security in the process by recovering actions upon the occurrence
of data falsification or other risks. In the case of internal risks, it can prevent and solve data-related
security issues through blockchain technology. In the case of external risks, although it cannot prevent
these risks directly with the blockchain, it can use the technology to check the damage state and
perform consistent data recovery.

Rq5. Can the pattern-based trust model remove the risk elements in the healthcare data management
process under distributed environments?

Our trust model can be an adequate answer to the following risk elements.

1) A solution to the risk of interaction resource falsification by enhancing the integrity

The risk of resource falsification is obliviated by using the immutable resource pattern. By setting
the researcher’s ethics and resource as trust concerns, the model builds a blockchain-distributed
network to prevent data falsification threats and achieves integrity and transparency with hash and
immutable blocks.

2) A solution to the risk of uncertain record falsification by enhancing transparency

A transparent log pattern is used to resolve the issue of record falsification risks. In detail,
to prevent the manager’s ethical issues and record falsification, the model stores the records in an
immutable block and shares them with the distributed ledgers. Consequently, transparent record
management and monitoring are facilitated, which enhances transparency.

3) A solution to the un-normalized workflow by enhancing validity and continuity

The model can resolve the issue of workflow non-normalization by using workflow normalization
and sequence management patterns. To accomplish this, it applies a smart contract so that the users’
service use, that is, the workflow, matches both the pre-set conditions and the designed sequence
precisely. Because smart contract runs automatically when the workflow moves to match the pre-set
conditions and sequence, it confirms the validity and enhances the continuity of the process.

4) A solution to the risks of network interruption and irrecoverability by enhancing fault
tolerance and integrity

The risks related to network continuity can be removed by using a distributed network pattern. For
fault tolerance of the network, our model distributes the node as a component and prevents network
interruption, as well as realizes the fault tolerance of a PoA consensus algorithm. Further, it enables
the process to recover the data in an error-free state through the ledger shared in the distributed nodes.
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Our trust model can resolve the risk elements in the collaborative business process by using
a pattern that uses blockchain. As technology develops, the collaborative business process suffers
more and more threats continuously. Because threats increase as the collaboration grows, continuous
management is necessary to build trust from the perspective of Zero Trust security.:

4.5 Limitation
Privacy. Blockchain is closely related to the concerns of privacy; that is, the protection of personal

information [52]. As a blockchain network allows access to any type of information, all confidential
data are subject to the danger of disclosure. The problem of data exposure in the distributed ledger
can be resolved by creating a data encryption key and using the key to control transaction access and
protect sensitive information. However, the sharing of sensitive information such as biometric data
and health records still has potential privacy issues despite data encryption.

Performance Degradation. Because the size of a block is limited to 1 MB, an off-chain database is
required. Nevertheless, recently, more efforts have been made to expand the block size (average block
size recorded as 45 MB).

5 Conclusion and Future Work

The collaborative business process attempts to resolve the risks in the process, such as falsification,
inconsistency, and misuse of data, by using blockchain to achieve an organic connection between the
concerned parties and e process integrity. However, due to the lack of specification and verification
measures concerning the enhancement of integrity, confirming the adequacy of trust-building was a
challenging task. To overcome this limitation, we normalized a pattern that uses blockchain to enhance
the integrity and security of the process and proposed a trust model that can verify the effect.

In the proposed trust model-based method, first, we defined “trust” as the integrity of workflow
for collaboration, and categorized the interaction that requires trust according to the main user and
tasks. Then, we organized six attributes required to build the “trust” in interaction and applied them
to the trust model as the model verification criteria (trust property of the elements of trust). Next, we
sorted the elements of trust in the collaborative business process and identified them in five risk areas.
At this stage, we also normalized the process as a pattern that integrates blockchain technology, is
capable of corresponding to the elements of trust, and specified the method to enhance trust. Finally,
we built a trust model based on the pattern that used blockchain and verified it by developing a
prototype of the healthcare data-sharing process. The prototype has verified the adequacy of trust
enhancement based on integrity and security achievement by protecting the privacy and preventing
the risks of data falsification, in a trust model-applied data-sharing process. However, the fundamental
challenges of blockchain which are privacy and limited block size remain limitations in our study.

In terms of model application, our blockchain trust pattern can be used as a trust-building
guidance tool for a collaborative business process model. Further, this trust model can verify the trust
enhancement for a collaborative business process under a distributed environment.

Our next study will be focused on the analysis of the trust model effects depending on
the blockchain environment. We intend to build and apply a pattern-based trust model in a
private blockchain and compare the corresponding trust-building and its verification depending on
the blockchain environment. These studies are expected to promote the development of trust models
for collaborative business processes.
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